CONCORDEX
OF THE
URANTIA BOOK

THE FOUR most asked, and poorly answered, questions on earth are these:
  Who am I?
  What am I doing here?
  Where am I going?
  What's life all about, anyway?

TO COMMAND the answers to these and 1000s more vital questions in the unparalleled stores of wisdom in the 2100 pages of the URANTIA REVELATION*, you need this CONCORDEX. Herein are some 50,000 lines of reference — over 100,000 designated locations to quarter-pages.

The CONCORDEX opens up the substance of the vast URANTIA revelation to all who hunger for truth, guidance, illumination, and inspiration, in this confused and chaotic world.

The cosmic education in the URANTIA BOOK'S million plus words is unequalled on earth. To be able to find, and to relocate, what you want in it, the CONCORDEX is a MUST, its readers say. (See jacket flaps.)

Only in the URANTIA BOOK is a conclusive synthesis of "science, philosophy, and religion", of "reason, wisdom, and faith", of "past, present, and future", of one God of mind, spirit, and energy (matter).

The most important investment you can possibly make is in your mind and your immortal future... hence in the DIVINE revelation, the URANTIA BOOK. The key to its easiest, fastest, most profitable use is the HUMAN labor-of-love, the CONCORDEX. Once you use it, you would not part with it FOR 5 TIMES ITS PRICE, most of its users will tell you.

*5th epochal revelation to this planet, Jesus of Nazareth having been the 4th.

© Registered by the URANTIA Foundation, used by permission.

Covers entire LIFE OF JESUS. First time revealed.
THE CONCORDEx is the indispensable key in the search for that beautiful phrase or concept once seen but now lost among the over one million words which constitute that magnificent revelation — the URANTIA BOOK. James C. Mills, Chicago, ILLINOIS

- THE CONCORDEx enables people who have barely enough time to read a newspaper to become involved in discovering life in a new light. You can't imagine how much I appreciate the work you have done with THE CONCORDEx. Patrick Maffei, Palo Alto, CALIFORNIA

- The first CONCORDEx achieved its high aim. The enlarged edition with more explicit direction to every reference provides even richer reader-aid for all readers, old-timers and new. Using THE CONCORDEx enables the U BOOK to give "instant" response to us from its immensely important wisdom and revelation. Ruth Caruthers, Pompano Beach, FLORIDA

- I just decided that I must stop studying in the URANTIA BOOK long enough to let you know that I — particularly today — appreciate your "travel guide," THE CONCORDEx, very much! Thank you for your help. Dillones R., Berlin, GERMANY

- The new CONCORDEx, with its easy-find letter guides and helpful features is a must for every owner-student who wishes to fully explore and profit from the URANTIA BOOK — that encyclopedic storehouse of earthly and cosmic wisdom. It is as invaluable to the URANTIA BOOK owner of 20 or more years as to the newcomer to the URANTIA BOOK. Julia K. Federson, Culver City, CALIFORNIA

- I don't see how anyone who loves the URANTIA BOOK could ever give up the CONCORDEx once having possessed it. It is priceless a guide and key, even to those of us who have been students of the URANTIA REVELATION from the very beginning. Ruth Burton, Three Rivers, MICHIGAN

- . . . heartily compliment you on your CONCORDEx! What a tremendous valuable detailed work you have produced . . . I have made much use of the CONCORDEx and I am appreciative for its existence. Thank you for your perseverance and talents in producing it. Your "labor of love" will enrich the use and effect of the URANTIA BOOK to individuals many times over. William Rutles, Chicago, ILLINOIS

- The first CONCORDEx was invaluable when in study groups we sought references to clarify or expand an idea in the URANTIA BOOK. Now the Quadrant System for locating a reference more quickly in the new CONCORDEx makes it even more valuable. Peter Safzey, Des Moines, IOWA

- The exciting . . . use of the CONCORDEx is in constructing a new concept by the use of the many related references before affirming a Supreme Idea. The new time-saving method of partitioning the pages of the U BOOK as A, B, C, D, is a delight to us time-saving-conscious people. I shall be eternally grateful for the URANTIA BOOK — and for this new, enlarged, improved edition of the CONCORDEx. Georgia Gecht, Pacific Palisades, CALIFORNIA

- I'll be forever indebted to you for bringing the URANTIA BOOK to my attention. The new CONCORDEx will be of great service to . . . us busy people by giving us Faster — Quicker and Easier access to the Cosmic wisdom of the URANTIA BOOK. I know this . . . labor of love and service will benefit mankind for many, many years. Ed. Horstman, La Grange, ILLINOIS

- . . . the CONCORDEx will . . . remain as one of the more significant items since the publication of the URANTIA BOOK. Clifford Wooldridge, Glendale, CALIFORNIA

- Clyde Bedell's CONCORDEx is a most useful tool . . . time-saving, invaluable, and rewarding to the individual as well as study groups . . . I give my thanks and highest recommendation for the CONCORDEx. Mo Siegel, Boulder, COLORADO

- The CONCORDEx is an indispensable navigator . . . through the URANTIA BOOK — high-lighting those crucial little details that so easily escape one's attention — rescuing me from the embarrassment of a frantic search — putting at my fingertips the quotation that will inspire a new Urantilian. The new edition, with its additional references and commentaries, will undoubtedly magnify its value many times. Joyce Forst, Calgary, ALBERTA

- For some reason I sleep only and exactly 4 hours a time. So for weeks I have been sitting at a little table in our living room, with the CONCORDEx on my lap and the URANTIA BOOK on the table, tracing down page after page of references to subjects in which I have keenest interest. The CONCORDEx is remarkably effective for these searches . . . Walter May, Clearwater, FLORIDA

cont'd on back flap
cont’d from front flap
- Thank you for writing the CONCORDEX. Melody Mokres, Lancaster, CALIFORNIA
- The CONCORDEX... has proved invaluable. Your contribution to the teachings has been great! Mrs. Robert Myers, Newton, KANSAS
- My what a help!... not sufficient words to express appreciation and gratitude for such a valuable volume and companion book to the URANTIA BOOK. Mrs. Daisy Grogg, South Amherst, OHIO
- Our appreciation for your truly splendid CONCORDEX... is really terrific... yours has been a wonderful contribution to so very many readers, and very many more to come. Mrs. L. E. Sunderland, Sarasota, FLORIDA
- The CONCORDEX was the one thing wanting to enable us to use the URANTIA BOOK for its very great worth. I feel that, when you arrive on the First Mansion World, they will say in reference to this book, “Well done, my son.” Dorothy Elms, Albuquerque, NEW MEXICO

- I have found your CONCORDEX most helpful, and especially the explanations of some of the strange terms not understood in modern conversations. Congratulations on doing such a fine job! George G. Brown, Lexington, KENTUCKY
- Thanks to you for the wonderful CONCORDEX which is so valuable a contribution to the study of the URANTIA BOOK. I find it most helpful in making up Study Charts. Ruth E. Renz, Evanston, ILLINOIS
- Hear constant praise on your CONCORDEX — it is such a help to so many. Berkeley Elliot, Oklahoma City, OKLAHOMA
- I have found your CONCORDEX an indispensable aid. Helena Wall, Stamford, CONNECTICUT

- How can anyone who appreciates the URANTIA BOOK get along without the CONCORDEX which provides sort of an inventory of the great revelation's treasures, and 100's of entrances into its intellectual and spiritual sanctuums? Arlene Trapp, Pomona, CALIFORNIA
- What a joy to study the beautiful revelation, the URANTIA BOOK, especially with a CONCORDEX at hand. I find the CONCORDEX indispensable when making topical studies of the URANTIA BOOK. Le’Ruth Ward Tynu, Honolulu, HAWAII
- To an avid reader of the URANTIA BOOK, the CONCORDEX is a must, and the BOOK — itself — a glorious reading adventure. We shall never cease thanking God for the URANTIA BOOK, and you for the CONCORDEX. Mildred Bucklin, San Jose, CALIFORNIA

- The CONCORDEX is a monumental job well done, by a man who obviously loves and understands the URANTIA BOOK. Amos Parrish, New York, NEW YORK
- In addition to locating specific topics and favorite passages in the 2100 page URANTIA BOOK, the CONCORDEX whets our appetite for wonderful new URANTIA BOOK discoveries, and the new edition leads us directly to them more quickly and easily, thanks to its new features. Jeffrey and Patricia Bedell, Fullerton, CALIFORNIA
- ... thank you for your immense contribution to mankind... the CONCORDEX has beaten down our path and made our walking much easier. (It is)... an everlasting contribution which will never be forgotten. Thank you. J. A. Metairie, LOUISIANA
- In the meantime, I want to renew my admiration for your index work. J. W., Paris, FRANCE
- Thank you so much for the time and effort you put into preparing this marvelous aid. I can now see how you can find my way into the BOOK, really get at it — at last. So, my deep sincere thanks. J. B., Pasadena, CALIFORNIA

- ... no more a drag trying to turn someone on to the BOOK, thanks to you and all your help... I really like the 903 tasty goodies trip. Good idea. A taste here, a taste there and the eye/mind drifts into the flow along the page. Good way to let friends pick their way from interest to interest. K. C. and J. C., Quilcene, WASHINGTON
- I have just had the opportunity to see your book, and I think it is just great. H. R., Fort Wayne, INDIANA
- I am enclosing the check for the CONCORDEX and the URANTIA BOOK. It would be impossible to part with them! J. B. M., CALIFORNIA
- The CONCORDEX is superb! It multiplies the value of the URANTIA BOOK to an unbelievable degree. I shudder to think of the years of sheer labor that went into that CONCORDEX! Bob Gere, Scranton, NEW YORK
- Having a CONCORDEX is like having a key to a thousand different rooms in a vast and magnificent storehouse of cosmic wisdom. Gus and Dolly Le Bouef, Tarzana, CALIFORNIA
- The CONCORDEX has made it possible for us to explore and probe the URANTIA BOOK more meaningfully, and to integrate our thinking on any of its many, many subjects. Lawrence and Carole Jones, Melbourne, FLORIDA
WITH THE CONCORDEx YOU CAN —

find expressions on numerous current human problems which are covered in the URANTIA BOOK with transcendent age-old wisdom.
find many references for topical reading on scores of subjects mentioned throughout the URANTIA BOOK.
find "lost" gems of thought, concept, expression, and information.
find brightly colored threads of thought leading you to hundreds of entrances to cosmic wisdom.
mark in your URANTIA BOOK over 800 widely varied, fascinating, provocative references you or your friends can start reading "forward" or the opposite, starting anywhere in the BOOK.
And these are just starters.

FIND ANSWERS to QUESTIONS -- USING THE CONCORDEx

- What happens to you when you die?
- Is there a hell where people burn?
- Do people really have guardian angels?
- Why are there so many germs and diseases?
- Does God punish people with illnesses?
- Are the words you use in prayers important?
- How many ways are there to accumulate wealth?
- Will you ever come back to Earth to meet your friends?
- Will your personality continue as "you" forever, all the way to Paradise?
- Is the Bible all inspired, infallible, true?
- How much energy is stored in a drop of water?
- Why did the Sabeans (high priesthood of the Jews) so bitterly oppose Jesus?
- What commandments sum up man's whole duty?
- How could uneducated Jobah, the heaviest man, say such clever things before the Sabeans?
- What was the origin of the American Indian?
- Why were residents of a nearby planet able to reduce their police force 99% in 50 years?
- Can you refuse and avoid eternal life?
- What's the ultimate goal of human progress?
- What is the secret of making friends?
- Is there any conflict between science and the URANTIA teachings?
- What is the Earth's Reserve Corps of Destiny?
- Why did Jesus teach celibacy for priests?
- Is there a missing link between apes and men?
- For what people was Easter Island an administrative and religious center?
- Are all men created equal?
- Did Jesus die to atone for men's sins?
- Do you progress through many lives to Paradise?
- Can a man be "born again" in his lifetime?
- Do animals have souls and live after death?
- Are women the equal of men?
- What is mankind's greatest invention?
- How old is this planet?
- Where was the first Garden of Eden? The second?
- Does prayer really work?
- Was Jesus born to a virgin or was his birth normal?
- What was the actual date of Jesus' birth?
- Is there a "heaven" where you go and remain?
- Is there a positive way to break bad, and gain good, habits?
- In midst of crises, can you have peace that passes understanding?
- Is there humors in higher worlds among celestial beings?
- How can a man recharge his "spiritual batteries"?
- What do the world's great religions have in common?
- Is there on this planet an energy form yet undiscovered?
- Is there really a Paradise?

- Is the God of energy and all things physical also the God of spirit and mind?
- Is there a practical way men can learn to communicate with God?
- Is there sex life in the hereafter?
- Are marriage and the family important social institutions?
- Has astrology any valid base?
- Why has Christianity failed to penetrate much of the world?
- What are the conditions of effective prayer?
- How many inhabited worlds are there in our universe?
- Is the Bible essential to eternal survival?
- Can character be improved?
- "Change" is a word that signifies what?
- Do the deceased ever go through hell fires?
- What is the ancestry of the rulers of the Incas?
- What is the "believer's" one battle?
- Was Jesus a "man of sorrows"?
- Would racial amalgamation be beneficial or disastrous on this world today?
- Are all temporal securities vulnerable?
- What happens if you "seek the greater thing"?
- Is evolution still progressing throughout the universe?
- Can physics and chemistry explain evolution?
- Where are uninit individuals disenfranchised?
- Why are there so many defective and degenerate people on earth?
- Does God answer words in prayer, or the soul's attitude?
- Are Paul's many letters in the churches the words of God?
- Who were the greatest human teachers of all time? (1)
- To what kind of message will modern youth grandly respond?
- What cosmic gifts, socialized, constitute civilization?
- What four universe-reality realizations are latent and inherent in man?
- What are the constitutive endowments of man?
- How many planets in our solar system?
- How many habitable planets in our local universe?
- Where are there successful schools of statelessness?
- Where parental schools (compulsory) of child culture?
- What is the function of a Creative Mother Spirit?
- What is the ultimate, most microscopic building block of the material creation?
- How came calcium "nineteen" (Ca²⁺)?
- Are the recently discovered "black holes" in space the (1934-35) "dark islands of space"?
- Why is the Golden Rule of Jesus unique among Golden Rules?
- Can a planet run out of energy?
- Which sport has had a cool and daring courage?
- What Book of the New Testament do we have in (especially) fragmentary, greatly abridged, distorted, and abbreviated form?
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YOUR world, Urantia, is one of many similar inhabited planets which compose the local universe of Nebadon, together with similar creations, up the superuniverse of Urantia, to that of the central universe whose capital, Uversa, our companion Uversa, Octavon is one of the seven evolutionary superuniverses of time and space which circle the never-beginning, never-ending creation of divine perfection—the central universe of Havem. At the heart of this eternal and central universe is the stationary disk of Paradise, the geographic center of infinity and the Celestial place of the eternal God.

The seven evolving superuniverses in association with the central and divine universe, we commonly refer to as the grand universes; these are the now organized and inhabited creations. They are all a part of the master universe, which also embraces the uninhabited but mobilizing universe and of outer space.